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Sideboards

1050 PETITE SIDEBOARD

Story behind: 

Reissue of the Iconic 1050 Petite Sideboard from the Sirius set

designed in 1962 in Poland. 366 Concept has redefined 

it so you can enjoy unparalleled functionality with a new aesthetics

perspective. The 1050 Petite Sideboard has 2 capacious shelves

hidden behind sliding doors. This modern and timeless design

can adapt to various styles and reflect the users personality  

and individuality at the same time. In our offer you will also find

a Highboard and a Long Sideboard that together create a unique

set of Mid-Century furniture. Made of solid oak wood and oak

veneer. The 1050 Petite Sideboard is also available with glass 

sliding door.

Original design: 1962

Reedition: 2022 by 366 Concept

Legs: turned wooden legs with brass finishing 

Contract: norm passed EN 16139 

Width: 95 cm

Height: 80 cm

Depth: 42 cm

Delivery: the sideboard requires only simple manual legs assembly

Net weight: 18 kg 

100% designed and manufactured in Poland
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Sideboards

1050 PETITE SIDEBOARD
WITH GLASS 

Story behind: 

Reissue of the Iconic 1050 Petite Sideboard from the Sirius set

designed in 1962 in Poland. 366 Concept has redefined 

it so you can enjoy unparalleled functionality with a new aesthetics

perspective. The 1050 Petite Sideboard has 2 capacious shelves

hidden behind sliding doors. This modern and timeless design

can adapt to various styles and reflect the users personality  

and individuality at the same time. In our offer you will also find

a Highboard and a Long Sideboard that together create a unique

set of Mid-Century furniture. Made of solid oak wood and oak

veneer. The 1050 Petite Sideboard with Glass is also available  

with wooden sliding door.

Original design: 1962

Reedition: 2022 by 366 Concept

Legs: turned wooden legs with brass finishing 

Contract: norm passed EN 16139 

Width: 95 cm

Height: 80 cm

Depth: 42 cm

Delivery: the sideboard requires only simple manual legs assembly

Net weight: 18 kg 

100% designed and manufactured in Poland
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Sideboards

1050 LONG SIDEBOARD

Story behind: 

Reissue of the Iconic 1050 Long Sideboard from the Sirius set 

designed in 1962 in Poland. 366 Concept has redefined it so 

you can enjoy unparalleled functionality with a new aesthetics 

perspective. The 1050 Long Sideboard has 3 drawers 

and 2 capacious shelves hidden behind sliding doors. 

This modern and timeless design can adapt to various styles 

and reflect the users personality and individuality at the same 

time. In our offer you will also find a Highboard and a Petite 

Sideboard that together create a unique set of Mid-Century 

furniture. Made of solid oak wood and oak veneer.

Original design: 1962

Reedition: 2022 by 366 Concept

Legs: turned wooden legs with brass finishing 

Contract: norm passed EN 16139 

Width: 164 cm

Height: 80 cm

Depth: 42 cm

Delivery: the sideboard requires only simple manual  

legs assembly

Net weight: 40 kg

100% designed and manufactured in Poland
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1050 HIGHBOARD

Story behind: 

Reissue of the Iconic 1050 Highboard from the Sirius set 

designed in 1962 in Poland. 366 Concept has redefined 

it so you can enjoy unparalleled functionality with a new 

aesthetics perspective. The 1050 Highboard has 2 capacious 

shelves hidden behind sliding doors and 2 upper shelves  

one of which is behind a sublime brown glass cabinet.  

This modern and timeless design can adapt to various styles  

and reflect the users personality and individuality at the same 

time. In our offer you will also find a Long Sideboard 

and a Petite Sideboard that together create a unique set  

of Mid-Century furniture. Made of solid oak wood  

and oak veneer.

Original design: 1962

Reedition: 2022 by 366 Concept

Legs: turned wooden legs with brass finishing 

Contract: norm passed EN 16139 

Width: 110 cm

Height: 142 cm

Depth: 32 cm

Delivery: the sideboard requires only simple manual  

legs assembly

Net weight: 35 kg

100% designed and manufactured in Poland
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